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Our Suppliers
Castle Pool has a well knit network of suppliers in UAE and abroad. We give special focus in building and 
maintaining a mutually beneficial relationship with our suppliers and channel partners. We buy products from a 
number of leading suppliers including Astral, A'Tech-Proteam, Krypsol-Belhassa, Certikin,Pahlen etc. We conduct 
direct purchasing and shipment from our manufacturers to offer the most competitive prices for our customers. 
We use import quality chemicals approved by Municipality like HTH from USA or Hi Chlon from Japan etc.

Office #102, First Floor, Shk Abdul Salam Building # 8,
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About Us Our Services
If you think the hot summers are taking a toll on you and decide it's time you tackle this problem, don't whack 
your brain for options. What's more enticing than a splash on your cool swimming pool? Now don't fret over the 
installation of your swimming pool because here we are, Castle Pool Maintenance LLC., offering you world class 
services in Pool Installation and Maintenance.

Spread across all over UAE, the company provides technical services specialised in pool maintenance and 
installation. We aim to create a strong relationship with our clients, catering to every requirement on a long term 
basis. Being a company with strong financial capability, we provide superior services and imported high quality 
pool installation products and parts at very reasonable prices, enabling price comparison with any other 
company. We differentiate ourselves by providing replacement services at a charge of just 10 to 20% extra.

We extend our services to leading facility management companies, owners associations, real estate firms, hotels, 
schools, apartments , villas and community pools. We hold direct meetings to negotiate about contracts, 
replacement and maintenance work, product clarifications, pricing schemes etc. We also discuss the terms and 
conditions, offers and discounts, payment mode etc during these meetings. By providing branded equipments 
and chemicals imported from UK and other international suppliers Castle Pool ensures that our customers get 
access to the best services available and make certain that they are 100% satisfied. We have an admin office in 
Dubai with a 24/7 customer call and support and the emergency team available any time.

Our Team
With more than 8 years of experience in the Pool Maintenance industry we have a very enthusiastic and reputed 
management team that organizes and co-ordinates all the activities, makes timely decisions and renders expert 
advices. They are responsible for the smooth and seamless flow of operations within the company. We also have 
a dedicated team of well experienced and qualified professionals with a minimum of three years in the pool 
industry taking care of technical assistance. So we can guarantee you excellent services that offer you good value 
for money. We are also blessed with a proactive marketing team that ensures that the customers really get what 
they desire for. The after sales team is committed to enhance customer loyalty by rendering quality maintenance 
and repair services for our customers.

Pool Maintenance
It's a tedious task to maintain your swimming pool clean and safe. 
However keeping it tidy, free from bacteria, insects and algae is a 
necessity. We help you make swimming pool maintenance quick 
and easy. Castle Pool provides maintenance and repair services 
ranging from simple Chlorine tablets, skimming nets and wall 
brushes to pool water recirculation and disinfection equipment. 
Various parameters like pH levels and chemical balance are 
checked on a regular basis in order to meet safety standards. We 
maintain pool & chemical parameters insisted by municipality and 
always ensures the levels and water quality maintained on high 
standards which ensures the smooth operations of all operational parts 
and specially your heater – heater chiller system preventing corrosion of 
coils amd other damages.

Heater/ Chiller Maintenance
Pool Heaters/ Chillers are installed to maintain and moderate 
the temperature of pool water.Scheduled maintenance & 
planned preventive maintenance by our technical team  on 
these units ensures to get optimum performance without 
any break down and it increases the life span of the units to 
many more years. Our cleaners are trained to manage the 
units with regular check ups before & after cleaning and 
always keep the chemical parameters on appropriate range 
which prevents the unit shell from corrosion and further 
damages. We import, stocks & installs most of the branded units 
and their spare parts and always make sure customer gets service on 
time without any delay.

Leak Tests & RectificationsWater Treatments

Pool Accessories

Castle Plus having great connectivity with suppliers all round the world 
handles the supply and installation of pool parts. The equipments and 
parts supplied by us, while being branded and of world class quality 
are offered at highly competitive prices to our customers. 
Swimming pool equipment shall be operated and maintained in 
accordance with approved plans and specifications.

Castle Pool Maintenance LLC offer testing and commissioning of New 
Pools, Refurbished pools, Jacuzzis, Fountains, AND Water Features 
by qualified and certified professionals. The testing and 
commissioning work includes the activities in preliminary tests 
and inspections, functional performance tests and the 
comissioning of newly completed installations and
existing ones after major alteration.
The objectives of the Testing & Commissioning works are:-
     To verify proper functioning of the equipment/system 
after installation;
  To verify that the performance of the installed 
equipment/systems meet with the specified design intent 
through a series of tests and adjustments; and
       To capture and record performance data of the whole installation 
as the baseline for future operation and maintenance.







Testing & Commissioning

Pools are built to be water tight. But often due to wear and tear of 
sealants, pool leakage may occur. It is the worst nightmare of a 
pool owner to see declining water levels every other day and 
bearing the burden of sky rocketing rectification costs. Castle 
Plus takes special attention in early identification of the 
problem and leakage detection. Close observation and 
pressure tests will be performed to detect the exact leakage 
point in the walls, pipes or plumbing system of the pool. 
Cracks in the pool walls, floors, perimeter overflow systems, 
and decks shall be repaired by the technicians after detection 
and large scale rectification works follow suit.

The treatment of water includes concerns regarding maintaining 
turnover rate, filtration, disinfection and proper usage of chemicals. 
The entire volume of pool water has to be treated and circulated at 
regular intervals of time. Thus swimming pools have to be 
equipped with a re-circulating system including filtration and 
disinfection facilities to provide water quality consistent with 
specified chemical and physical standards. Swimming pool 
recirculation and disinfection equipment are to be operated 
continuously. Castle Plus benchmarks itself to international 
companies thus strictly adhering to provide quality treatment of 
water.


